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ICOBench Manual::

This is a manual put together to guide you through the process of registering your
ICO. Please follow the below steps and you will be able to register your ICO as
well as achieve the highest ratings.

STEP 1:

You must be registered with ICOBench to have a personal profile for your team or
company. Please see registration link below:
https://icobench.com/register

STEP 2:

Add your ICO to the ICOBench listing. It should be as easy as saying ABC:
1.

Follow the link and start your application.

2.

No fee is applied unless you must complete the process as soon as
possible using priority listing. If you choose priority listing, the price will
still be minimal (0.05 BTC). (Please see image below as reference)

3.

Fill in the form with detailed and accurate information before submitting.

4.

Moderators will contact you after your project has been published with
suggestions to improve your ICO profile as well as possible updates.

STEP 3:

Wait for the ICO to get published. Usually, it takes from 3 to 4 days for your ICO to
get published. The turnaround time is usually short and sometimes a bit longer
than others. If you need your ICO to be considered for publication before anyone
else, you can choose the Priority application option.

ADITIONAL STEP:

If you made a mistake, or wish to report changes to your ICO profile, just follow
these simple steps:
1.

Register a profile with your real name and using the email address on the
same domain as the ICO website.

2.

For example, if your ICO domain name is "mybestico.io" you should
register with "myname@mybestico.io" in order to claim your profile.

3.

Confirm your email address.

4.

Go to the ICO profile you want to claim on ICObench.

5.

The option to claim your ICO profile will be shown in the bottom right
corner of your screen.

6.

Once you have successfully claimed the ICO profile, go to "My ICOs".

7.

You will find the list of your claimed ICOs there.

8.

To edit the ICO profile click on the "Edit" button .

If you have problems when claiming your ICO profile, you can always reach out
via the contact form.

STEP 4:

After the ICO has been published and added to the ICO calendar, the project
should be evaluated and rated, so that all potential customers of your ICO knew if
its ok to follow your project. If the rating is high, then you will have better chances
of attracting more potential clients.The rating will show how good, effective,
involved and active your ICO is. Below you will see a small FAQ put together for
you, regarding the ICO ratings at ICOBench:

RATING UP:

ICOBench ALGORITHM:

4 Ways to Achieve High Ratings at ICOBench:

№

Points

Recommendations

1

1-5

To get the highest ratings possible from experts these are
the ICO Ranking Factors & Features That Matter Most

2

1-5

Personnel (team, credibility, track record, history)

3

1-5

Whitepaper (fundamental purpose, vision, mission & story
timeline)

4

1-5

Communication Channels (social media, slack, forum,
email, phone, updated blog, public events, tradeshows,
advertising)

5

1-5

Thoughtout Realistic Timeline (path to the promise
product, service for optimal output and growth
opportunity)

Here you have a few key elements for your ICO project to get high ratings:
1. ASSESSMENT ALGORITHM
In the assessment algorithm an evaluation is divided into 4 different groups. An
ICO can be evaluated multiple times per day and the rating cannot be manually
changed. All ICOs are rated under the same condition, by the same assessment
algorithm. Hence, this part of the rating is considered objective.

It is up to ICO teams, their activity, their self-initiative, and their responsiveness to
the editor’s requests if their profile is up to date and has the potential to be well
rated.
Every visitor, user, or ICO team member can check the ICO profile results with the
ICO analyzer tool that is available here. The tool was released to help ICO teams
to become better, more transparent, and active with their ICO campaigns.
MARKETING & SOCIAL MEDIA
Reaching out to the potential investors and keeping open communication with
them is one of the most important aspects of an ICO campaign.
The actual activity is being monitored for different social networks, which provides
a better outlook to how much in touch the ICO team is with their potential
investors. Even if the ICO industry isn’t strongly connected to the audience on
specific social network, it is important to be present everywhere, so that all types
of investors would have a say on the project.
2. EXPERTS
BUSINESS STRATEGY
2.1. Market potential and the number of existing user base.
2.2. Short-term and long-term business strategy.
2.3. Current investments.
2.4. Valuation and token distribution showing market cap and the process of
emission and pricing of the tokens.
RESILIENCE
Legal understanding and readiness to adapt to changing regulations.
Security, escrow and the list of advisors.
3. SHORT LEGAL REVIEWS
Some of the ICOs were also evaluated by ICOBench partners - legal experts who provided short legal review. These legal experts are providing their reviews
independently and full legal reviews are considered as paid service provided by a
legal expert.

FINAL NOTE:

ICOBench is always improving the rating methodology by adding new criteria in
the assessment algorithm. If you want to contribute, you are invited to join as an
expert by sending an application here.
As ICOBench mostly relies on the community, It is still strongly suggested to
conduct a detailed research before investing or consult with experts privately. It is
also recommended to regularly check the most popular (and proactive) discussion
channels for ICOs such as Bitcointalk and/or Reddit.
It happens that sometimes ICO teams or potential investors don’t agree with the
assigned rating. In this case, you should know that it is not in ICOBench power to
just change it by request.

If you are a part of ICO team, you should put more effort in your ICO presentation
and transparency.
If you are a potential investor, you can check ICO analyzer and let ICOBench
know which information regarding ICO is misleading or wrong and it will be
appropriately corrected. If there were to be rumors or people talking about scam
accusations, The ICO will be contacted and a chance will be given for a fair
feedback as well as, a proper warning message will be posted on their ICO profile.
If there is no response from the ICO team, then the ICO listing will probably be
removed.

FAQ:

What is the rating distribution?
In the rating distribution you can check all the ratings the ICO has received. This
information is available in every ICO profile.
What is the weight of the rating?
Weight is the amount of influence that an expert or the Benchy bot has on the
overall rating of an ICO. The weights get distributed according to the number of
experts and what weight each of them has.
Where can I see who rated an ICO?
You can see the list of all experts which rated the ICO, including all the ratings
they have been given, their weight and their reviews (if there is any) in the ICO
profile. You can find it in the "Ratings" section of the site or by clicking "View rating
distribution" in the right part of the ICO profile.
You can examine the profile of each expert in the ratings distribution by clicking on
their name. If you click on Benchy's name it will lead you to the ICO Analyzer
report.
What if no expert has rated the ICO yet?
If no expert has rated the ICO yet, only Benchy's rating of the ICO profile is taken
into account. Please keep in mind that experts rate the ICOs voluntarily and
independently. They choose which ICO they want to rate on their own so it might
take some time to get to you. A good rating might help bring the experts' attention
so try to focus on improving your ICO profile while you are waiting for the experts
to come and rate your ICO.
How can an ICO improve its rating?
Although you cannot influence the experts' rating in any way, you can improve
your ICO profile rating by improving your ICO Analyzer score:
•

Open your ICO Analyzer report

•

Prepare the information that is missing

•

Send the relevant data via the contact form and editors will update your
profile with the new data or come back to you for some clarifications.

If you didn't get a good score for the social media and marketing part as well as,
all social media links available on your ICO profile for ICObench, It is
recommended that you are more active and keep in touch with your potential
investors on your social media accounts.

Can an ICO pay for a better rating?
No, you cannot pay to obtain a better rating.
What defines the informativeness of the ICO whitepaper?
Our editors evaluate how informative your whitepaper was when they were going
through it looking for data on your ICO profile.
What defines the rating of the team's LinkedIn profiles?
This rating shows the percent of the members of your team which have LinkendIn
profiles links provided. If your score is less than 100% you can improve it by
sending the remaining links.
There is a Facebook page but no tick for it in the ICO Analyzer, why is that?
Not only the presence of social media links is considered, but also the activity on
them.
There are team members with Ivy League / Oxbridge degrees in the team,
why is rating so low?
The rating never depends only on the team. There are other parameters which are
taken into account. The ICO profile rating depends on the team, the ICO
information, the product presentation, and its social media and marketing
activities. The experts are rating ICO based on the team, the vision, and the
product. Therefore both ratings consider additional things which influence the final
score.
When do you update the points for social media in the ICO Analyzer?
Each ICO profile is re-evaluated at least once per day.
Can I show rating on my website?
Of course, you can use a free widget to show your rating on the forums, blogs or
your website. Note that the image automatically changes the number in regard to
your current rating.
How can I get a short legal review?
Free short legal reviews are provided voluntarily by legal experts.

—If you require any further information, let me know.
Taras Podgorodetskyi
taras@icounicorns.com
@podgorodetskyi

